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Abstract The Atomic Broadcast algorithm described in this paper can deliver messages in two communication steps, even if multiple processes broadcast at the same time. It tags all broadcast messages with the local real time, and delivers all messages in the order of these timestamps. Both positive and negative statements are used: “m broadcast at time 51” vs. “no messages broadcast between times 31 and 51”. To prevent crashed processes from blocking the system, the Ω-elected leader broadcasts negative statements on behalf of the processes it suspects (♦S) to have crashed. A new cheap Generic Broadcast algorithm is used to ensure consistency between conflicting statements. It requires only a majority of correct processes (n > 2f ) and, in failure-free runs, delivers all non-conflicting messages in two steps. The main algorithm satisfies several new lower bounds, which are proved in this paper. Keywords: Atomic Broadcast, Generic Broadcast, synchronized clocks, fault-tolerance



1 Introduction In a distributed system, ordinary broadcast is a simple primitive, in which a process independently sends the same message to each process in a group. Messages broadcast by different processes at approximately the same time might be received by other processes in different orders. Atomic Broadcast is a fault-tolerant primitive, usually implemented on top of ordinary broadcast, which ensures that all processes deliver messages to the user in the same order. One of the main applications of Atomic Broadcast is state machine replication [11, 13, 20]; other uses include distributed locking [12], or improving the performance of replicated databases [1, 19]. Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, UK E-mail: [email protected]



While guaranteeing stronger properties than ordinary broadcast, Atomic Broadcast tends to be more expensive. For example, in an asynchronous system, it requires multiple communication steps even in failure-free runs. This paper addresses the problem of minimizing the latency of Atomic Broadcast in common, failure-free runs, while possibly allowing worse performance in runs with failures. It presents an algorithm that is better, in this respect, than any previously proposed one, and requires only two communication steps, even if multiple processes broadcast at the same time. When comparing different algorithms, this paper focuses on latency: the time between the atomic broadcast (abcast) of a message and its atomic delivery, usually measured in communication steps. Note that some papers [8, 14] ignore the step in which the sender physically broadcasts the message to other processes; in that case one step must be added to the reported latency figure. The algorithm presented in this paper assumes an asynchronous system with a majority of correct processes and the ♦S failure detector [4]. Motivated by the increasing availability of services such as GPS or Network Time Protocol [15], I additionally assume that each process is equipped with an increasing clock. In failure-free runs with no suspected processes, the optimum latency of two steps is achieved if the clocks are synchronized, and degrades gracefully otherwise. In particular, no safety or liveness properties depend on the clocks being synchronized. The algorithm employs a well-known method first proposed by Lamport [12]: senders independently timestamp their messages, which are then delivered in the order of these timestamps. The novelty of my approach consists of using unreliably synchronized clocks in conjunction with unreliable failure detectors [4] and Generic Broadcast [18] to ensure low latency and fault-tolerance at the same time. The layered structure of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. Each process tags all its abcast messages with the local time, and disseminates this information in the form of statements. Both positive and negative state-
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Fast Atomic Broadcast - orders all messages - 2-step latency if no failures



negative self-statements



other statements



Generic Broadcast - orders conflicting messages - 2-step latency if no conflicts



if no conflicts



if conflicts



Atomic Broadcast - orders all messages - possibly slow always



Ordinary Broadcast - does not order messages - 1-step latency



Fig. 1 Layered structure of the Atomic Broadcast algorithm presented in this paper.



ments are used (“m abcast at time 51” vs. “no messages abcast between times 31 and 51”). To achieve faulttolerance, the Ω-elected leader occasionally broadcasts negative statements on behalf of processes it suspects to have crashed (♦S). The statements can be broadcast using any Generic Broadcast algorithm, for example, the new algorithm presented in Sect. 5. It requires only a majority of correct processes (n > 2f ) and, in failure-free runs, delivers all non-conflicting messages in two communication steps. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 formalizes the system model and gives a precise definition of Atomic Broadcast. Section 3 presents the main ideas, which are then transformed into an algorithm in Sect. 4. Section 5 describes the new Generic Broadcast algorithm. Section 6 shortly discusses some secondary properties of the main algorithm. Section 7 presents four new lower bounds that prove that two-step delivery cannot be maintained if the system assumptions are relaxed (for example, by eliminating the clocks). Section 8 concludes the paper.



1.1 Related work A run of an algorithm is good if the clocks are synchronized and there are no failures or suspicions. In such runs, the algorithm presented here delivers all messages in two steps. No such algorithm has been proposed before; out of over fifty Atomic Broadcast protocols surveyed by D´efago et al. [7], the only indulgent algorithm capable of delivering all messages faster than in three steps was proposed by Vicente and Rodrigues [21]. It achieves a latency of 2d + δ, where d is the single message delay and δ > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant. The price for having a small δ is high network traffic; the number of



messages is proportional to 1/δ. In comparison, my algorithm achieves the latency of 2d, with the number of messages dependent only on the number of processes. Several broadcast protocols achieve a two-step latency in some good runs, such as those with all messages spontaneously received in order [16, 22] or those without conflicting messages [3, 16, 18, 22]. In comparison, the algorithm presented in this paper delivers messages in two steps in all good runs. An upper bound D ≥ d, even if exists, is not known to the application. Some algorithms [2, 6] assume that D is known (synchrony), and are able to achieve the latency of D in failure-free runs. However, (i) these algorithms violate safety if the bound D does not hold, and (ii) D is typically orders of magnitude larger than d [2]. D´efago et al. [7] proposed a classification scheme for broadcast algorithms. According to that scheme, the algorithm described in this paper is a time-based communication history algorithm for closed groups, similarly to the original Lamport’s algorithm [12], which motivated it.



2 System model and definitions The system model consists of n processes p1 , . . . , pn , out of which at most f can fail by crashing. Less than a half of all the processes are faulty (n > 2f ). Processes communicate through asynchronous correct-restricted reliable channels [9], that is, there is no time limit on message transmission time, and messages between correct processes never get lost. Each process is equipped with: (i) an increasing clock, (ii) an unreliable leader oracle Ω, which eventually outputs the same correct leader at all correct processes forever [5], and (iii) a failure detector ♦S [5]. Failure detector ♦S outputs a list of processes that it suspect to have crashed. It ensures that (i) all crashed processes will eventually be forever suspected by all correct processes, and (ii) at least one correct process will eventually never be suspected by any correct process. Detector ♦S is the weakest failure detector that makes Atomic Broadcast solvable in asynchronous settings. It can implement Ω, so the Ω assumption can, technically, be dropped [5].



2.1 Broadcast primitives In Atomic Broadcast, processes abcast messages, which are then delivered by all processes in the same order. Formally [10], Validity. If a correct process abcasts a message m, then it will eventually deliver m. Uniform Agreement. If a process delivers a message m, then all correct processes eventually deliver m.
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Uniform Integrity. For any message m, every process delivers m at most once, and only if m was previously abcast. Uniform Total Order. If some process delivers message m0 after message m, then every process delivers m0 only after it has delivered m. Generic Broadcast [18] is identical to Atomic Broadcast, except that only conflicting messages must be delivered in the same order. In other words, the Uniform Total Order property is replaced with Uniform Partial Order. If some process delivers message m0 after message m conflicting with m0 , then every process delivers m0 only after it has delivered m. The notion of conflict is captured by a binary conflict relation on the set of all possible messages, which is a parameter of the problem [18]. For example, one might consider a relation on read and write requests in which all pairs of messages conflict unless both of them are read s. The conflict relation and therefore the (infinite) set of all possible messages are both known to all processes in advance [3, 18]. 2.2 Clocks Each process pi is equipped with a clock that outputs times from some set Ti . Sets Ti at different processes pi are disjoint. There is a pre-agreed total order on T = S i Ti . For example, the clock output at process pi can be t = (τ, i), where τ is the current real time, and the pairs (τ, i) are ordered lexicographically. A special symbol 0 ∈ / T satisfies 0 < t for all t ∈ T . Time intervals are defined as (t1 , t2 ) = { t | t1 < t < t2 }, (t1 , t2 ] = { t | t1 < t ≤ t2 }. At each process pi , the clock output increases after every instruction executed by pi . Moreover, if pi is correct, for any t ∈ T , its clock will eventually output t0 > t. Let timei (τ ) be the output of the local clock at process pi at real time τ . Clocks are ∆-synchronized iff timei (τ ) ≤ timei0 (τ 0 ) =⇒ τ ≤ τ 0 + ∆. Clocks are synchronized if ∆ = 0. 2.3 Latency I measure latency in communication steps, where one communication step is the maximum message delay d between correct processes (possibly ∞). Processes do not know d. In good runs, the algorithm described in this paper delivers all messages in two communication steps (2d), regardless of the number of processes abcasting simultaneously. In other runs, the performance can be worse, however, the four properties of Atomic Broadcast always hold (Sect. 6).



3 Atomic Broadcast algorithm The Atomic Broadcast algorithm presented in this paper employs a well-known method proposed by Lamport [12]: senders independently timestamp their messages, which are then delivered in the order of these timestamps. In the scenario in Fig. 2, messages a, b, c, d are tagged by their senders with timestamps 11, 61, 32, and 43 As a result, they should be delivered in the order: a, c, d, b1 . 3.1 Runs without failures How can one implement this idea is a message-passing environment? To deliver messages in the right order, a process, say p3 , must know the timestamps of messages a, b, c, d, and that no other messages were abcast. Let the abcast state of pi at time t be the message (if any) abcast by pi at (local) time t. For example, the abcast state of p2 at time 32 is c, and empty at time 34. Processes share information by broadcasting their abcast states. When a process pi abcasts a message m at time t, it broadcasts two statements (as separate messages): 1. A positive statement hmesg pi , t, mi saying that pi abcast message m at time t. In other words, the abcast state of pi at time t is “m”. 2. A negative statement hempty pi , (t0 , t)i saying that pi abcast no messages since abcasting its previous message at time t0 (t0 = 0 if m is the first message abcast by pi ). In general, hempty pi , Ii states that pi abcast no messages in the time interval I, which can be of the form (t0 , t), which excludes t, or (t0 , t], which includes t. In other words, the abcast state of pi at all times in I is “empty”. In the example in Fig. 2, the following statements are broadcast: hempty p1 , (0, 11)i, hmesg p1 , 11, ai, hempty p1 , (11, 61)i, hmesg p1 , 61, bi, hempty p2 , (0, 32)i, hmesg p2 , 32, ci, hempty p3 , (0, 43)i, hmesg p3 , 43, di. After receiving these statements, we have complete information about all processes abcast states up to time 32. We can deliver messages a and c, in this order, because we know that no other messages were abcast with a timestamp ≤ 32. On the other hand, d cannot be delivered yet, because we do not have any information about the abcast state of process p2 after time 32. If we delivered d, and later found out that p2 abcast e at time 42, we would violate the rule that messages are delivered in the order of their timestamps (43 6< 42). 1 For simplicity, the examples assume that timestamps are integers whose last digit is the process id, which makes them unique.
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deliver d
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deliver a, c



deliver d



p3 d



deliver b



hempty p3 , (43, 61]i



Fig. 2 A run that uses ordinary broadcast for all statements (not fault-tolerant). One step is 40 units of time. The faulttolerant version is shown in Fig. 5.



To deliver d, we need p2 ’s help. When p2 learns that p3 abcast a message at time 43, it announces its abcast states by broadcasting hempty p2 , (32, 43]i (Fig. 2). Similarly, when processes p2 and p3 learn about b, they broadcast hempty p2 , (43, 61]i and hempty p3 , (43, 61]i, respectively. Note that p1 does not need to broadcast anything, because by the time it learnt about c and d, it had already broadcast the necessary information while abcasting b. After receiving all these statements, we have complete information about all processes’ abcast states up to time 61. In addition to previously delivered a and c, we can now deliver d and b as well. Note that the order in which messages are delivered depends only on the timestamps assigned by their senders. In particular, it does not depend on the order in which the statements are received.



3.2 Dealing with failures What would happen if p2 crashed immediately after sending c? Process p2 would never broadcast the negative statement hempty p2 , (32, 43]i, so the algorithm would never deliver d and b. To cope with this problem, the current leader (Ω) broadcasts the required negative statements on behalf of all processes it suspects (♦S) to have failed. For example, if p1 is the leader, suspects p2 , and learns that p3 abcast d at time 43, then p1 broadcasts hempty p2 , (0, 43]i. This allows message d to be delivered. Allowing process p1 to make negative statements on behalf of p2 opens a whole can of worms. To start with, hempty p2 , (0, 43]i blatantly contradicts hmesg p2 , 32, bi broadcast earlier by p2 . A similar conflict occurs if p1 is wrong in suspecting p2 , and p2 decides to abcast another message e, say at time 42. In general, two statements conflict if they carry different information about the abcast state of the same process at the same time (Figure 3).



hempty p, Ii hmesg p, t, mi



hempty p, I 0 i



hmesg p, t0 , m0 i



no conflict if t ∈ I 0



if t0 ∈ I if t = t0 and m 6= m0 (∗ )



Fig. 3 The conflict relation between statements. Statements with different p never conflict. The case (∗ ) never occurs in the actual algorithm.



The problem of conflicting statements can be solved by assuming that, if a process receives two conflicting statements, then the first one wins. For example, receiving hmesg p2 , 32, bi, hempty p2 , (0, 43]i, hmesg p2 , 42, ei is equivalent to hmesg p2 , 32, bi, hempty p2 , (0, 32)i, hempty p2 , (32, 43]i. We can ensure that all processes receive all conflicting statements in the same order by using Generic Broadcast [3, 18] to broadcast them. Unlike Atomic Broadcast, Generic Broadcast imposes order only on conflicting messages, which leads to good performance in runs without conflicts.



3.3 Latency considerations In order to achieve a two-step latency in good runs, all positive statements must be delivered in two communication steps. Negative statements are even more problematic, because they may be issued one step after the abcast event that triggered them (e.g., hempty p2 , (32, 43]i triggered by p3 abcasting d at time 43 in Fig. 2). Therefore, negative statements must be delivered in at most one step. The following observations show how to satisfy these requirements.
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does not a issue a conflicting self-statement in line 6. The guard t ≤ timei is only needed when clocks are not Good runs have no suspicions, so processes issue state- synchronized: t > timei would mean that the message ments only about themselves. These self-statements never hactive ti arrived from a process whose clock was at conflict. Since no conflicting statements are issued in this least one communication step ahead of pi ’s. In this case, case, Generic Broadcast will deliver all statements in two pi simply waits until t ≤ timei holds, and then executes communication steps [3, 18]. lines 8–10. Lines 11–14 are executed when a leader process pi or in the output of its failure experiences a change in tmax i Observation 2: no conflicts involving negative detector ♦S or the leader oracle Ω. In these cases, pi self-statements. issues the appropriate negative statements on behalf of Statements made by processes can be divided into three all processes it suspects to have crashed. groups: positive self-statements, negative self-statements, and negative statements made by the leader. Negative self-statements do not conflict with any of these because 4.2 Delivery part (lines 15–27) (i) self-statements do not conflict because they talk about different processes or times, and (ii) negative statements The delivery tasks delivers messages in the order of their do not conflict because they carry the same informa- timestamps. Each process pi maintains two variables: tion “no messages” (Fig. 3). Therefore, negative self- todeliveri and knowni . Variable todeliveri contains all statements do not require Generic Broadcast; ordinary timestamped messages (m, t) that have been received but broadcast, which takes only one communication step, is not atomically delivered yet. sufficient. Variable knowni is an array of sets. Each knowni [j] is the set of all times for which the abcast state of pj is known, initially ∅. For example, in Fig. 5, at time 80, known2 [1] = (0, 11). Time 11 ∈ / known2 [1] because state4 Implementation ment hmesg p1 , 11, ai, sent using Generic Broadcast, will Figure 4 presents the details of the algorithm sketched arrive at p2 two communication steps after being sent, in Sect. 3. It can be conceptually divided into two parts: that is, at time 91. Each set knowni [j] can be compactly broadcasting (lines 1–14) and delivery (lines 15–27). The represented as union of disjoint intervals; most of the comments starting with “proof:” refer to the concepts time knowni [j] = (0, t] or (0, t), for some t. After receiving hempty pj , Ii, process pi updates its used in the correctness proof (Appendix A). knowledge about pj by adding the interval I to knowni [j] (lines 17–18). For hmesg pj , t, mi, process pi first checks whether it has received any information about the abcast 4.1 Broadcasting part (lines 1–14) state of pj at time t before (line 20). If not, pi schedAt each process pi , the read-only variable timei ∈ Ti ules message m for delivery by adding the pair (m, t) represents the current reading of pi ’s clock. The variable to todeliveri . Process pi also adds {t} to knowni [j] to ∈ T ∪ {0} represents the highest (local) time for reflect its knowledge of the abcast state of pj at time t. tmax i which pi broadcast a statement about its abcast state. Sending hactive ti in line 21 is necessary to ensure UniFor example tmax = 61 after p1 abcast a and b (Fig. 5). form Agreement on messages abcast by faulty processes. 1 Messages hactive ti broadcast by such processes in line 4 = 0. Initially tmax i To abcast a message m, a process pi first samples can get lost, so line 21 serves as a backup. If t ∈ knowni [j], then the leader suspected pj to have the current time timei and stores it in t. Process pi broadcasts hactive ti, which informs other processes crashed, and broadcast a conflicting negative statement that some message was abcast at time t. Then, pi broad- on pj ’s behalf, which was delivered before hmesg pj , t, mi. casts one negative and one positive statement using or- Since message m cannot be delivered with timestamp t, dinary and Generic Broadcast, respectively. They inform its sender tries to abcast it again, with a new timesother processes that pi abcast m at time t, and nothing tamp. In the future, if m cannot be delivered with the new timestamp, its sender will re-abcast it yet again, and between tmax and t. Finally, pi updates tmax . i i When pi receives hactive ti with tmax < t ≤ timei , so on. If the failure detector is ♦P , all correct processes i it broadcasts hempty pi , (tmax , t]i and updates tmax . This will eventually be permanently not suspected, so some i i informs other processes that pi abcast no messages be- re-abcast of m will eventually result in delivering m. For tween tmax and t, including t. If tmax ≥ t, then pi has dealing with ♦S, see Sect. 4.3. i already reported its abcast states for time t and before, Messages are delivered in line 27 whenever the conso no new statement is needed. dition in lines 25–26 holds. It states that a message m The condition t ≤ timei at line 8 makes sure that with timestamp t can be delivered only if it is scheduled tmax < timei at all times, so that the abcast function for delivery ((m, t) ∈ todeliver) and no messages with i Observation 1: no conflicts in good runs.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14



15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27



tmax ←0 { the highest timestamp t used so far by pi i when pi executes abcast(m) do t ← timei { timei ∈ Ti is the current local time broadcast hactive ti using ordinary broadcast broadcast hempty pi , (tmax , t)i using ordinary broadcast broadcast hmesg pi , t, mi using Generic Broadcast tmax ←t { t < timei i max when pi received hactive ti in the past and ti < t ≤ timei do broadcast hempty pi , (tmax , t]i using ordinary broadcast i max ti ←t { t < timei max when change in ti or the output of the failure detector or leader oracle do if pi considers itself a leader then for all suspected processes pj 6= pi do broadcast hempty pj , (0, timei )i using Generic Broadcast



} }



}



}



knowni ← [∅, . . . , ∅] { t ∈ knowni [j] if pi knows the abcast state of pj at time t } todeliveri ← ∅ { the set of (m, t)’s scheduled for delivery at pi } when a negative statement hempty pj , Ii delivered do knowni [j] ← knowni [j] ∪ I when a positive statement hmesg pj , t, mi delivered do if t ∈ / knowni [j] then { proof: ≡ ¬knowni (t) } send hactive ti to itself add (m, t) to todeliveri { proof: add (m, t) to alli } knowni [j] ← knowni [j] ∪ {t} else if pi = pj then abcast(m) { the sender tries again } when todeliver = 6 ∅ and (m, t) ∈ todeliver with the smallest t satisfies T { proof: ≡ validi (t) } j knowni [j] ⊇ (0, t] do deliver m; remove (m, t) from todeliveri { proof: add (m, t) to deliveredi }



Fig. 4 Atomic Broadcast algorithm with a two-step latency in good runs. It requires the ♦P failure detector; see Sect. 4.3 for the modifications required for ♦S.
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Fig. 5 A example run of the fault-tolerant algorithm from Fig. 4. Generic Broadcast of statements hmesgi takes two steps; the related messages are not shown.
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smaller timestamps are or will ever be scheduled for delivery (line 26). This ensures that messages are delivered in the same order at all processes.



4.3 Dealing with ♦S by leader-controlled retransmission With the ♦S failure detector, the algorithm from Fig. 4 might fail to deliver messages abcast by senders that are correct but permanently suspected by the leader (this cannot happen with ♦P ). This problem can be solved by letting the leader re-abcast all messages, instead of each process doing so itself. In this scheme, each process pi maintains a set Bi of messages it abcast but not delivered yet. Periodically, it sends Bi to the current leader, who re-abcasts all m ∈ Bi on pi ’s behalf. Since Ω guarantees an eventual stable leader, each message abcast by a correct pi will eventually be delivered (Validity). Some messages might be delivered twice, so an explicit duplicate elimination at the receiver must be employed.



5 Cheap Generic Broadcast The Atomic Broadcast algorithm from Sect. 4 assumes that, in failure-free runs, the underlying Generic Broadcast delivers all non-conflicting messages in two communication steps. Achieving this with existing Generic Broadcast algorithms requires n > 3f [3, 18, 22]. Figure 6 presents a new Generic Broadcast algorithm, which is similar to [3] but requires only n > 2f (cheapness). As opposed to other Generic Broadcast algorithms, it achieves a two-step latency only in failure-free runs (otherwise n > 3f would be a lower bound [17]). As a bonus, all non-conflicting messages are delivered in three steps even in runs with failures, so the algorithm in Fig. 6 could be seen as a generalization of three-step Generic Broadcast protocols that require n > 2f [3, 18]. To deal with conflicting messages, the algorithm employs an auxiliary Atomic Broadcast protocol, such as [4]. Clocks are not used.



5.1 Algorithm To execute gbcast(m), the sender sends hfirst mi using Reliable Broadcast [10]. When a process pi receives hfirst mi, it first checks whether any messages conflicting with m have reached this stage before. (C(m) is the set of messages conflicting with m.) Process pi then broadcasts hsecond good mi or hsecond bad mi accordingly. In failure-free runs without conflicts, pi receives hsecond good mi from all processes, and delivers m immediately (two steps in total, Fig. 7a). When process pi receives n − f hsecond * mi messages, it checks whether all of them are “good” and no



p1 p2



b



p3 hactive 61i hempty p2 , (43, 61]i hempty p1 , (11, 61)i hempty p3 , (43, 61]i



p1 p2



b



p3 hmesg p1 , 61, bi



Fig. 8 Typical message patterns involved in a single abcast.



conflicting m0 has reached this stage before. The appropriate hthird good m *i or hthird bad m *i message is broadcast. In the “good” case, pi adds m to quicki , the set of messages that might be delivered without using the underlying Atomic Broadcast protocol. In the “bad” case, the hthirdi message also contains the set of “quick” messages conflicting with m. When pi receives n − f messages hthird good m ∅i, it delivers m straight away (three steps in total, Fig. 7b). Thus, if m is delivered in this way, m ∈ quickj for at least n − f processes pj . As a result, for any m0 ∈ C(m), all messages hthird * m0 conflicts j i broadcast by these processes have m ∈ conflicts j . Since n > 2f , any two groups of n − f processes overlap, so any process pi receiving n−f messages hthird * m0 conflicts j i, will have m ∈ conflicts j for at least one of them. When pi gets n−f messages hthird * m0 conflicts j i, not all “good”, it atomically broadcasts m0 along with the union conflicts of all n − f received sets conflicts j . As explained above, conflicts contains all messages m ∈ C(m0 ) that might be delivered in lines 10 or 18. Processes deliver m0 in line 22 only after delivering all m ∈ conflicts j in line 21. Otherwise, different processes could deliver m0 (line 22) and messages m ∈ conflicts (line 18) in different orders. In conflict-free runs, no “bad” messages are sent, so all messages are delivered in at most three steps (Fig. 7ab). Figure 7c shows that runs with conflicting messages can have a higher latency, which depends on the latency of the underlying Atomic Broadcast. Finally, observe that fifo broadcast used for hsecondi messages ensures that, if some process delivered m in line 10, no m0 ∈ C(m) will reach line 12 before m, so all correct processes will deliver m at line 10 or 18.



6 Discussion 6.1 Message complexity Figure 8 shows messages related to abcasting a single message b in the algorithm in Fig. 4. The upper diagram shows ordinary broadcast traffic related to hactivei and
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22



seen1i ← ∅; seen2i ← ∅; quicki ← ∅ when pi executes gbcast(m) do { broadcast m using Generic Broadcast broadcast hfirst mi using (non-uniform) Reliable Broadcast when pi receives hfirst mi do add m to seen1i if seen1i ∩ C(m) = ∅ { C(m) is the set of messages conflicting with m then fifo broadcast hsecond good mi else fifo broadcast hsecond bad mi when pi receives hsecond good mi from all processes do deliver m if not delivered already by pi { two-step delivery when pi receives hsecond * mi from n − f processes do add m to seen2i if all “*” are “good” and seen2i ∩ C(m) = ∅ then add m to quicki ; broadcast hthird good m ∅i else broadcast hthird bad m conflicts i i where conflicts i = quicki ∩ C(m) when pi receives hthird * m conflicts j i from n − f processes pj do if all “*” are “good” then deliver m if not delivered already by pi { three-step delivery S else atomically broadcast hatomic m conflictsi with conflicts = j conflicts j



}



}



}



}



when pi atomically delivers hatomic m conflictsi do deliver all m0 ∈ conflicts if not delivered already by pi deliver m if not delivered already by pi



Fig. 6 Generic Broadcast algorithm that achieves a two-step latency in good runs and requires only n > 2f (cheapness). gbcast(m) in line 2
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(a) No conflicts, no failures: delivery in 2 steps. Line 14 gets executed before line 10, but this order does not matter. gbcast(m) in line 2
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(b) No conflicts, one failure: delivery in 3 steps. Note that some processes can deliver earlier than others. gbcast(m) in line 2
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Atomic Broadcast
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(c) Message m conflicts with a previously gbcast m0 , the latency depends on the underlying Atomic Broadcast protocol. Fig. 7 Several runs of the Generic Broadcast protocol from Fig. 6 with n = 3 and f = 1. The apparent synchrony in the diagrams is only for illustrative purposes.
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hemptyi. The lower one presents a typical message pattern involved in Generic Broadcast of hmesg p1 , 61, bi. All messages in the upper diagram can therefore be piggybacked on the corresponding messages in the lower diagram. Thus, the message complexity of the Atomic Broadcast algorithm described here is virtually the same as that of the underlying Generic Broadcast algorithm. This holds despite Atomic Broadcast achieving a twostep latency in all good runs, even in those with conflicting messages. The diagrams in Fig. 8 assume a two-step implementation of Generic Broadcast with O(n2 ) message complexity. The number of messages can be reduced to O(n) at a cost of one additional step [3, 18], resulting in a three-step Atomic Broadcast protocol. Note that imposing the O(n) message requirement on otherwise threestep Atomic Broadcast protocols also increases the number of steps. 6.2 Non-synchronized clocks In Fig. 5, assume p3 ’s clock is skewed and it timestamps d with 23 instead of 43. Message c, timestamped 32, will be delivered after d, timestamped with 23. If d is delivered in exactly two steps (time 123 = 43 + 2 · 40), then c will be delivered in two steps and 43 − 32 = 11 units of time (123 = 32 + 2 · 40 + 11). In general, the latency will be at most two communication steps plus the maximum clock skew ∆ between two processes. By updating the clock whenever a process receives a message “from the future”, one can ensure that ∆ is at most one communication step. In the worst case, this reduces local clocks to scalar clocks [12], and ensures the latency of at most three steps in failure-free runs with non-synchronized clocks. 6.3 Runs without contention In runs without contention, in which only one process p keeps abcasting, all messages are delivered within two steps, even if the clocks are not synchronized. This is because processes receive all statements from p within two communication steps. If the clock skew does not exceed one step, other processes reply with hemptyi statement immediately after receiving hactive ti in line 7. Since processes other than p never broadcast hmesgi, the statements required to deliver a message are available at all processes within two communication steps. 6.4 Latency in runs with initial failures Consider a run in which all incorrect processes crash at the beginning and failure detectors do not make mistakes. In such runs, the current leader issues negative statements on behalf of the crashed processes. As opposed to negative self -statements, which use ordinary



broadcast and are delivered in one step, the leader-issued ones use Generic Broadcast and take three steps to be delivered (or two if n > 3f ). Therefore, the total latency in runs with initial/past failures grows from two to four steps (or three if n > 3f ). One communication step can be saved by eliminating line 12 from Fig. 4, so that every process (not only the current leader) can gbcast negative hemptyi statements on behalf of processes it suspects. In particular, any sender can now execute line 13 immediately after abcasting in lines 2–6, without waiting for the leader to receive its hactivei message in line 7. This saves one communication step and reduces the total latency to that of Generic Broadcast (two steps if n > 3f and three otherwise).



6.5 Latency in runs with general failures We have just seen that in runs with reliable failure detection, the total latency can be increased by at most one step. The picture changes considerably when failure detectors start making mistakes. First, if a crashed process is not (yet) suspected, no new messages can be delivered because the required hemptyi statements are not broadcast. Second, if a correct process is wrongly suspected, Generic Broadcast must deliver conflicting statements (from both the sender and the leader), which can significantly slow it down (Fig. 7c). The above two problems cannot be solved at the same time: short failure detection timeouts motivated by the first increase the frequency of the other. To reduce the resultant high latency, the following technique can be used. When a process believes to be suspected, it should use the leader to abcast messages on its behalf rather than abcast them directly (a scheme similar to that in Sect. 4.3).



7 Lower bounds The Atomic Broadcast algorithm presented in this paper requires a majority of correct processes (n > 2f ) and the ♦S failure detector. These requirements are optimal [4], as is the latency of two communication steps [17]. Additional lower bounds hold for algorithms, such as this one or [21], which guarantee the latency lower than three communication steps in all good runs. This section proves that no Atomic Broadcast algorithm can guarantee latency lower than three steps in runs in which (i) processes do not have access to synchronized clocks, or (ii) external processes are allowed to abcast (the opengroup model [7]), or (iii) a (non-leader) process fails. Conditions (ii) and (iii) represent a trade-off between two-step and three-step algorithms. The latter usually allow external processes to broadcast, and guarantee good performance if at most f non-leader processes fail. On
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the other hand, two-step delivery requires synchronized clocks, all processes correct, and no external senders. (External processes can still abcast by using the current leader as a relay, but this incurs an additional step.) The algorithm in Fig. 4 relies on ♦S to make sure that faulty processes do not hamper progress. Theorem 5 shows that achieving a two-step latency is impossible with failure detectors, such as Ω, that do not react to non-leader failures. Even with other failure detectors, a single non-leader failure can always block the algorithm until the detector notices the fault. These results can be contrasted with three-step protocols that rely on failure detection only for the leader [7].
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p2 p3 (a) r(0)
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2d − ε



p2 7.1 Latency below three steps requires synchronized clocks Theorem 1 Only Atomic Broadcast algorithms that use synchronized clocks can guarantee a latency of Kd with K < 3 in all good runs. Proof To obtain a contradiction, assume the existence of an Atomic Broadcast algorithm that does not use synchronized clocks but in good runs delivers all messages within K < 3 communication steps (K needs not be an integer). Consider a family of good runs r(k) for k = 0, 1, . . . , n, in which processes p1 and p2 abcast two messages m1 and m2 , respectively, at time 0, and no other messages are abcast. All processes are correct and almost all messages have the latency of d. The only exceptions are some messages sent at time 0: those from process p1 to processes p1 , . . . , pk , and those from p2 to pk+1 , . . . , pn . These messages have the latency of d−ε, for some small ε > 0 which will be defined later. All other messages have a latency of d. I will first prove that, for any k = 1, . . . , n, runs r(k) and r(k − 1) deliver messages m1 and m2 in the same order. For each i ∈ {k − 1, k}, consider the run rk (i), which is identical to r(i), except that pk crashes at time 3d and all messages sent by pk to other processes at time d − ε or later are lost. Runs r(i) and rk (i) are identical until time d − ε. Since all messages sent after time 0 have latencies d, runs r(i) and rk (i) are indistinguishable to processes other than pk until time 2d − ε, and to pk itself until 3d − ε. Since K < 3, we have 3d − ε > Kd for sufficiently small ε. This means that process pk delivers the same message first in both runs r(i) and rk (i). Uniform Total Order and Uniform Agreement imply that all correct processes deliver the same message first in r(i) and rk (i). To show that the runs r(k) and r(k − 1) deliver the same message first, it is then sufficient to show the same for runs rk (k) and rk (k − 1). Runs rk (k) and rk (k − 1) differ only in the delays of messages sent by processes p1 and p2 to process pk at time 0. However, these messages arrive at pk at time d − ε or later, and from that time



p3 (b) r0 Fig. 9 Runs r(0) and r0 used in the proof of Theorem 1.



all messages from pk to other processes are lost. Therefore, these two runs are indistinguishable to any correct process p 6= pk , which delivers the same message first in both of them. I have shown that, for any k = 1, . . . , n, runs r(k) and r(k − 1) deliver messages m1 and m2 in the same order. Simple induction on k shows that the same is true for runs r(0) and r(n). Without loss of generality, assume m1 is delivered first in both runs, and focus on run r(0). (The other case, in which m2 is delivered first, is analogous and requires considering run r(n).) In run r(0), shown in Fig. 9, all message latencies are d, except for those sent by process p2 at time 0; these have the latency of d − ε. Consider a good run r0 which is identical to r(0) except that process p1 abcasts m1 at time d − 2ε instead of at time 0. Figure 9 shows that runs r0 and r(0) are causally identical, so processes without synchronized clocks cannot distinguish them. As a result, the same message (m1 ) is delivered first in both of them. In run r0 , process p1 cannot deliver m1 before getting feedback from other processes, which takes two communication steps (until time 3d − 2ε). Since message m2 , abcast at time 0, is delivered after m1 , process p1 cannot delivered it before time 3d − 2ε either. Since K < 3, this is larger than Kd for sufficiently small ε, which contradicts the assumption that, in good runs, all messages are delivered in K < 3 steps.



7.2 Runs with faulty processes require three steps Definition 1 A run is timely if failure detectors do not suspect any correct processes.
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Theorem 2 Consider two (possibly external) processes q1 and q2 . No Atomic Broadcast algorithm can guarantee a latency of less than three communication steps in all timely runs with all processes correct except for possibly one of q1 and q2 . By taking q1 and q2 as external processes, we obtain Theorem 3 No Atomic Broadcast algorithm that allows external processes to abcast messages can guarantee a latency of less than three communication steps in timely runs with all main processes correct. On the other hand, taking q1 and q2 to be two main processes other than the leader, we get Theorem 4 No Atomic Broadcast algorithm can guarantee a latency of less than three communication steps in all timely runs with at most one non-leader process being faulty. Proof (Proof of Theorem 2) To obtain a contradiction, assume that such an Atomic Broadcast algorithm does exist. I will be considering runs in which process q1 abcasts message m1 , and process q2 message m2 , both at time 0. First, consider a run r in which all processes are correct and all messages have latencies d. Without loss of generality, we can assume that message m1 is delivered first. Otherwise, we can simply exchange the roles of processes q1 and q2 . Consider a family of runs r(k) with k = 0, . . . , n. Run r(k) is identical to r, except that process q1 is faulty and crashes at time 3d. All messages sent by process q1 to processes p1 , . . . , pk have the latency 3d instead of d; the latencies of messages from q1 to other processes remain d. Process q2 is correct. In all runs r(i), messages between correct processes have a latency of d, so all correct processes deliver message m2 before time 3d. The only difference between run r and r(0) is the correctness of process q1 ; these runs are indistinguishable to any process before time 3d, so r(0) delivers message m1 first. I will later show that, for any k, runs r(k − 1) and r(k) deliver the same message first. By simple induction, run r(n) delivers message m1 before m2 . We have previously seen that, in run r(n), all correct processes deliver m2 before time 3d, so m1 must also be delivered before that time. However, in run r(n), no process other than q1 knows about m1 before time 3d, so it is impossible for all correct processes to deliver m1 before that time. This contradiction proves the assertion. To complete the proof, it must be shown that runs r(k −1) and r(k) deliver the same message first. For each i ∈ {k − 1, k} consider a run rk (i) which is identical to r(i), except that process pk is faulty and crashes at time 3d, and process q1 is correct (unless q1 = pk ). All messages from pk to other processes sent at time d or later are lost. Runs r(i) and rk (i) are identical until time d, so they are indistinguishable to processes other than pk until time 2d. To process pk , these two runs seem the same until time 3d.



We have already seen that, in run r(i), all correct processes, in particular process pk , deliver at least one message (m2 ) before time 3d. Since pk cannot distinguish runs r(i) and rk (i) before that time, it delivers the same message first in both runs. Uniform Total Order and Uniform Agreement imply that all correct processes deliver the same message first in runs r(i) and rk (i). To show that runs r(k − 1) and r(k) deliver the same message first, it is now sufficient to show the same for runs rk (k−1) and rk (k). Before time 3d, these runs differ only in the latency of messages from process q1 to process pk . These two runs are indistinguishable to pk until time d but, from that time on, all messages from pk to other processes are lost. As a result, other processes cannot distinguish runs rk (k − 1) and rk (k) before time 3d, so they must deliver the same message first in both runs. This way, we have proved that runs r(k − 1) and r(k) deliver the same message first, which completes the proof.



7.3 Two-step latency is impossible with Ω Theorem 5 There is no Atomic Broadcast algorithm that delivers messages in two communication steps in all good runs using a failure detector that does not react to a single non-leader process failure (e.g., Ω). Proof To obtain a contradiction assume that such an algorithm does exist. Consider a good run r in which all processes are correct, and all message delays are d. All processes abcast one message at time 0, except for the leader, which abcasts nothing. Let m be the first message delivered, abcast by process p. In all runs considered in this proof, I assume that the output of the detector is independent of the correctness of p, for example, Ω outputs the same process as the leader. Consider a run r0 which is the same as r, except that process p fails at time 0, before sending anything, and all messages sent at time x have transmission delays of max {d, x}, not d. In this run, some message m0 6= m will be delivered first, say before time t0 . Consider a family of runs r(t, k) that provide a “continuous transition” between runs r and r0 . Each run r(t, k), for t ≥ d, is the same as r0 , except that process p does not fail. Instead, all messages between p and other processes pi have delays of t if i > k, and t + ε if i ≤ k, for some fixed ε < 21 d. No process can distinguish r and r(d, 0) at time 2d, because the delays d and max {d, x} start to differ only after time x = d, which will be observed by the recipients after time 2d. As a result, the same message (m) is delivered first in both runs r and r(d, 0). On the other hand, no process can distinguish r0 and 0 r(t , 0) before time t0 . This is because the only difference between these runs is the failure of p, but since all messages between p and other processes have delays t0 , no process can tell the difference before time t0 . As a result,
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the same message (m0 ) is delivered first in both r0 and r(t0 , 0). Runs r(t, k − 1) and r(t, k) differ only in the delay of messages between p and pk . I will later show that both runs deliver the same message first. By induction on k, the same is true for r(t, 0) and r(t, n). Since r(t, n) = r(t+ε, 0), induction shows that r(d, 0) and r(t0 , 0) deliver the same message first. However, we have already seen that r(d, 0) delivers m first, and r(t0 , 0) delivers m0 first, a contradiction. To complete the proof, it must be shown that runs r(t, k − 1) and r(t, k) deliver the same message first. For each i ∈ {k − 1, k} consider a run rk (t, i) which is identical to r(i), except that (i) process pk is faulty and crashes at time 3t, and (ii) messages from pk to other processes sent at time t or later are lost. Runs r(t, i) and rk (t, i) are identical until time t; from that time on, all messages have delays at least t. As a result, runs r(t, i) and rk (t, i) are indistinguishable to processes other than pk until time 2t, and to pk until time 3t. I argue that, at time 2(t + ε), no process can distinguish r(t, i) from a good run with all message delays at most t + ε. This is because any message with a delay > t + ε must have been sent after t + ε, and so received after 2(t + ε). Since, in good runs, all messages are delivered in two communication steps, process pk delivers at least one message by time 2(t + ε) < 2t + d ≤ 3t in r(t, i). Process pk cannot distinguish runs r(t, i) and rk (t, i) before that time and delivers the same message first in both runs. Uniform Total Order and Uniform Agreement imply that all correct processes deliver the same message first in runs r(t, i) and rk (t, i). To show that runs r(t, k − 1) and r(t, k) deliver the same message first, it is now sufficient to show the same for runs rk (t, k − 1) and rk (t, k). These two runs differ only in the latency of messages between p and pk . Therefore, they are indistinguishable to pk until time t but, from that time on, all messages from pk to other processes are lost. As a result, other processes cannot distinguish runs rk (k − 1) and rk (k), so they must deliver the same message first in both runs. This proves that runs r(k − 1) and r(k) deliver the same message first, which completes the proof.



8 Conclusion The Atomic Broadcast algorithm presented in this paper uses local clocks to timestamp all abcast messages, and then delivers them in the order of these timestamps. Processes broadcast both positive and negative statements (“m abcast at time 51” vs. “no messages abcast between times 31 and 51”). For fault-tolerance, the leader can communicate negative statements on behalf of processes it suspects to have crashed. Negative self-statements do not conflict with anything, so they are announced using ordinary broadcast.



Other statements are communicated using a new Generic Broadcast protocol, which ensures a two-step latency in conflict-and-failure-free runs, while requiring only n > 2f . Since no statements conflict in good runs, the Atomic Broadcast protocol described in this paper delivers all messages in two communication steps. Interestingly, this speed-up is achieved with practically no message overhead over the underlying Generic Broadcast. As opposed to [21], no network traffic is generated if no messages are abcast. Although the presented algorithm is always correct (safe and live), it achieves the optimum two-step latency only in runs with synchronized clocks, no external processes, and no failures. These three conditions are required by any two-step protocol, which indicates an inherent trade-off between two- and three-step Atomic Broadcast implementations. It also poses an interesting question: how much power exactly do (possibly nonsynchronized) clocks add to the asynchronous model? A Atomic Broadcast proofs The phrases “pi delivered (m, t)” and “pi delivered m with timestamp t” both mean that process pi executed line 27 with the given values m and t. Let deliveredi be the set of (m, t) def delivered at pi , and alli = deliveredi ∪ todeliveri be the set of (m, t) delivered or scheduled for delivery at pi . The pair (m, t) is added to alli in line 22, and to deliveredi in line 27. No element is ever removed from alli or deliveredi . All local clock outputs t are implicitly assumed to belong to T ; for each t we define process(t) = pi such that t ∈ Ti . Let knowni (t) and validi (t) be predicates defined as def



knowni (t) ⇐⇒ t ∈ knowni [j], where pj = process(t), \ def validi (t) ⇐⇒ (0, t] ⊇ knowni [j]. j



The test “t ∈ / knowni [j]” in line 20 is equivalent to ¬knowni (t) because receiving the statement hmesg pj , t, mi means that t ∈ Tj , which implies pj = process(t). Lemma 1 If validi (t) and t0 ≤ t, then knowni (t0 ). Proof The assumption implies t0 ∈ knowni [j] for all pj , including pj = process(t), which proves the assertion. Lemma 2 We always have timei > tmax . i Proof Initially, timei > tmax = 0. Then, tmax is set only in i i lines 7 and 10 to the value of timei sampled several instructions before. This preserves the assertion because the clock increases after every instruction. In fact, it is sufficient to assume that the clock increases after every broadcast. Lemma 3 If (m, t) ∈ allj and knowni (t), then (m, t) ∈ alli . Proof The assumption (m, t) ∈ allj means that pj delivered hmesg pk , t, mi in line 19 while having t ∈ / knownj [k]. This implies that no conflicting statement, hmesg pk , t, ∗i or hempty pk , Ii with t ∈ I, was delivered before. Also, no statement hempty pk , Ii with t ∈ I is ever sent by pk . Since t ∈ knowni [k], process pi also delivered hmesg pk , t, mi in line 19, and – by Uniform Partial Order of gbcast – it had not deliver any conflicting statements before. Therefore, at that moment, t ∈ / knowni [k], which implies that (m, t) was subsequently added to alli in line 22.
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Lemma 4 If (m, t) ∈ alli and pi delivered (m0 , t0 ) with t0 > t, then it delivered (m, t) before (m0 , t0 ). Proof At the moment of delivering (m0 , t0 ), process pi had knowni (t) (line 26, Lemma 1), which means that (m, t) could not have been added to alli after that time (line 22). As a result, (m, t) ∈ alli when pi was delivering (m0 , t0 ). If (m, t) had not been delivered before, then (m, t) ∈ todeliveri would invalidate the condition in line 25 for (m0 , t0 ) because (m, t) ∈ todeliveri and t < t0 . Let abcast(m, t) be an invocation of abcast(m) (lines 2–7) in which time t is assigned in line 3. Each abcast(m, t) can be invoked at most once, because times at different processes are disjoint, and each local clock is increasing. Invocation abcast(m, t) may happen (i) directly from the user, or (ii) in line 24. In case (ii), abcast(m, t) is called by process pi in response to receiving hmesg pi , t, mi, gbcast by some abcast(m, t0 ) at pi . This abcast(m, t0 ) is called the parent of abcast(m, t), which is in turn a child of abcast(m, t0 ). If abcast(m, t) is of type (i), then it has no parent. By definition, each abcast(m, t) has at most one parent. Being an ancestor /descendant is the transitive and reflexive closure of being a parent/child. An ancestor of abcast(m, t) that has no parent is called an originator of abcast(m, t). Lemma 5 Each abcast(m, t) has a unique originator. Proof Consider the sequence a1 , a2 , . . . with a1 = abcast(m, t) and ai+1 being the parent of ai for all i. This sequence cannot be infinite because the parent is always invoked before its child and there are finitely many invocations of abcast before any given real time. As a result, the sequence a1 , a2 , . . . is finite, so it has the last element ak . By construction, ak does not have a parent and is an ancestor of a1 = abcast(m, t), thus ak is an originator of abcast(m, t). Since the construction of a1 , . . . , ak is unique, so is the originator ak .



Proof Delivering (m, t) by pi in line 27 requires that pi added (m, t) to todeliveri in line 22, which means pi has delivered hmesg p, t, mi in line 19. Uniform Integrity ensures that hmesg p, t, mi was gbcast in line 6 by abcast(m, t). Lemma 10 If both (m, t0 ) and (m, t00 ) are delivered, possibly at different processes, then t0 = t00 . Proof By Lemma 9, both abcast(m, t0 ) and abcast(m, t00 ) were called. Lemma 5 implies that each has a unique originator. Since the user calls abcast(m) at most once for each m, these two originators are the same abcast(m, t). I will show that abcast(m, t0 ) = abcast(m, t00 ), which implies t0 = t00 . Consider the sequence a1 , a2 , . . . with a1 = abcast(m, t), and each ai+1 being the unique child of ai (Lemma 7). Since abcast(m, t0 ) and abcast(m, t00 ) are both descendants of a1 = abcast(m, t), they are both elements of that sequence. Since both (m, t0 ) and (m, t00 ) are delivered, both abcast(m, t0 ) and abcast(m, t00 ) have no children (Lemma 7), they both must be the last element of this sequence, so they must be equal. Theorem 6 (Uniform Integrity.) For any message m, every process delivers m at most once, and only if m was previously abcast by the user. Proof By Lemma 9, some abcast(m, t0 ) was called. Then, by Lemma 5, abcast(m, t0 ) has the originator abcast(m, t), which has no parent, so it was called by the user. This proves the first part. For the second part, if m was delivered twice by a process, then by Lemma 8 it was with different timestamps, say, t0 and t00 . This, however, contradicts Lemma 10. Theorem 7 (Uniform Total Order.) If some process pi delivers message m0 after message m, then every process pj delivers m0 only after it has delivered m.



Proof By lines 20 and 22, (m, t) can only be added to alli if ¬knowni (t), and knowni (t) is a stable predicate: once true it will never become false again.



Proof By Lemma 10, both pi and pj delivered m0 with the same timestamp, say t0 , resulting in (m0 , t0 ) in both alli and allj . Assume pi delivered (m, t). If t > t0 , then Lemma 4 implies that pi would have delivered (m0 , t0 ) before (m, t). This contradiction shows that t < t0 . Since pj delivered (m0 , t0 ), we have validj (t0 ), which with t < t0 and Lemma 1 implies knownj (t). Since pi delivered (m, t), we have (m, t) ∈ alli . This, by Lemma 3, means that (m, t) ∈ allj , which by Lemma 4 implies the assertion.



Lemma 7 Each abcast(m, t) has at most one child. Moreover, if abcast(m, t) does have a child, then no process delivers (m, t).



Lemma 11 If validi (t) and (m, t) ∈ alli , then pi will deliver m in a time dependent only on the process speed, and independent of the network.



Proof Uniform Integrity of gbcast implies that hmesg pi , t, mi can be delivered to pi at most once, and only in response to abcast(m, t). Line 24 can be executed only at pi , therefore at most once for a given (m, t), which implies the first part of the assertion. For the second part, note that abcast(m, t0 ) can only be called in line 24 if knowni (t) after delivering hmesg pi , t, mi. Statement hmesg pi , t, mi is delivered at most once, so it has never been delivered before, so (m, t) ∈ / alli . By Lemma 6, (m, t) ∈ / alli forever. If some process pj ever delivers (m, t) then (m, t) ∈ allj at that time. This, by Lemma 3, implies (m, t) ∈ alli , which contradicts (m, t) ∈ / alli .



Proof Since validi (t), no new message (m0 , t0 ) with t0 ≤ t will ever be added to alli (Lemma 6). Therefore, the number of messages (m0 , t0 ) with t0 ≤ t that will ever belong to alli is finite. To obtain a contradiction, let (m0 , t0 ) ∈ todeliveri has the smallest t0 ≤ t among the messages that are never delivered. By definition (m0 , t0 ) will eventually be the member of todeliveri with the smallest t0 , so will be delivered when lines 25–27 are executed.



Lemma 6 If knowni (t) and (m, t) ∈ / alli , then (m, t) ∈ / alli forever.



Lemma 8 No process pi delivers (m, t) more than once. Proof Process pi delivering (m, t) requires (m, t) ∈ todeliveri and validi (t) (lines 25–26). After the delivery, we have (m, t) ∈ / todeliveri , and validi (t) =⇒ knowni (t) (Lemma 1). This implies that (m, t) can never be added to todeliveri again (lines 20 and 22), so (m, t) will never be delivered again. Lemma 9 If (m, t) is delivered, then abcast(m, t) was called.



Lemma 12 For any correct pi and pj , and t = tmax , evenj tually (0, t] ⊆ knowni [j]. Proof By induction on tmax . Initially tmax = 0, and the asj j sertion trivially holds. The value of tmax increases, from – j say – t0 to t, in lines 7 and 10. By induction, eventually (0, t0 ] ⊆ knowni [j]. If the change in tmax happens in line 7, j then hempty pi , (t0 , t)i and hmesg pi , t, mi are broadcast in lines 5 and 6, eventually resulting in (t0 , t] ⊆ knowni [j] (lines 18 and 23). If the change happens in line 10, line 9 broadcast hempty pi , (t0 , t]i, resulting in also in (t0 , t] ⊆ knowni [j]. Therefore knowni [j] ⊇ (0, t0 ] ∪ (t0 , t] = (0, t].
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Lemma 13 If all correct processes receive hactive ti, then all correct processes pi will eventually have validi (t). Proof Eventually, the local time timej at each correct process pj will satisfy timej > t. Therefore, pj receiving hactive ti ensures that eventually tmax ≥ t, either by the condition in j tmax < t line 8 not holding, or the assignment in line 10. By j Lemma 12, eventually (0, t] ⊆ knowni [j] for all correct pi and correct pj . Some correct process pl will eventually: become the permanent leader (Ω), suspect (♦S) all incorrect processes pi , and have tmax ≥ t, possibly as a result of receiving hactive ti. l When the last of these events happens, pl will broadcast hempty pj , (0, timel ]i with timel ≥ tmax ≥ t (Lemma 2) for l all incorrect pj , so eventually (0, t] ⊆ knowni [j] for all correct pi and incorrect pj . The conclusions of the two last paragraphs imply the assertion.



for each time t0 ≤ t ≤ tmax , process pi either: (i) broadi cast hmesg pi , t0 , m0 i in line 6, at time τ 0 ≤ τ + ∆, using Generic Broadcast (2 steps), or (ii) broadcast hempty pi , Ii with t0 ∈ I in lines 5 or 9, at time τ + d + ∆ or before, using ordinary broadcast (1 step). In both cases, the statement will be delivered at all processes pj by time τ + 2d + ∆. As a result, t0 ∈ knownj [i] for all processes pi and pj , and times t0 ≤ t, which ensures validj (t). The theorem assumption implies that each process pj will deliver hmesg pi , t, mi by time τ + 2d. Since good runs have no suspicions, no conflicting statements are broadcast, so (m, t) ∈ allj by time τ + 2d ≤ τ + 2d + ∆. Lemma 11 implies the assertion.



B Generic Broadcast proofs



Theorem 8 (Uniform Agreement.) If a process delivers a message m, then all correct processes eventually deliver m.



Theorem 10 (Validity) If a correct process gbcasts a message m, then all correct processes will eventually deliver m.



Proof If a process pi delivers (m, t), then (m, t) ∈ alli , so pi must have delivered some hmesg p, t, mi in line 19. By Uniform Agreement of Generic Broadcast, each correct process pj will eventually deliver hmesg p, t, mi, resulting in knownj (t). Lemma 3 implies (m, t) ∈ allj , so pj must have sent hactive ti to itself in line 21. Since pj is any correct process, Lemma 13 ensures we will eventually have validj (t). Since (m, t) ∈ allj , process pj will eventually deliver (m, t) (Lemma 11).



Proof The assumption implies that all n−f correct processes will receive hfirst mi, so all correct processes will receive hsecond * mi from n − f processes, so all correct processes will receive hthird * m *i from n − f processes. If all correct processes receive only messages hthird good m *i, then they will all deliver m in line 18. Otherwise, at least one correct process receives at least one message hthird bad m *i. This process will then abcast hatomic m *i and, by Validity of the underlying Atomic Broadcast, all correct processes will deliver m in line 22.



Lemma 14 Let pi be a (correct) process that is eventually never suspected. Eventually, every message m abcast by pi will be delivered by all correct processes pj . Proof If process pi abcasts m finitely many times, then consider the last such abcast(m, t). Since pi is correct, it will eventually deliver hmesg pi , t, mi and add (m, t) to alli , because abcasting m again in line 24 contradicts the assumption that abcast(m, t) was the last one. Consider the case when pi abcasts m infinitely many times. Since pi is eventually never suspected, there is a maximum t0 for which hempty pi , (0, t0 )i in line 14 is broadcast. Therefore, one of the infinitely many abcasts of m by pi will happen at local time t > t0 . As a result, hmesg pi , t, mi will not conflict with any other statement, so pi will add (m, t) to alli . We have proved that eventually (m, t) ∈ alli whether m is abcast finitely many times or not. Also, abcast(m, t) broadcasts hactive ti all processes, then by Lemma 13 we will eventually have validi (t), which, by Lemma 11 implies the assertion. With ♦P , all correct processes will eventually never be suspected, so Lemma 14 implies:



Theorem 11 (Uniform Agreement) If a process delivers a message m, then all correct processes eventually deliver m. Proof If a process delivers m in two steps (line 10), then it received hsecond good mi from all processes. Therefore, all correct processes eventually receive hsecond * mi from n − f processes, and all “*” are “good”. All processes received hfirst mi before any hfirst m0 i with m0 ∈ C(m), and hsecond * mi messages are fifo-broadcast, so all processes receive hsecond * mi before any hsecond * m0 i with m0 ∈ C(m). As a result, the condition in line 13 always holds for m. Thus, all correct processes broadcast hthird good m ∅i, so all correct processes deliver m in line 18. No process abcasts hatomic m *i. If a process delivers m in three steps (line 18), then it received hthird good m *i from n − f processes, each of which received hsecond good mi from n − f processes, at least one of which is correct. Since hfirst mi was reliably broadcast in line 3, all correct processes will receive hfirst mi, and the proof of Theorem 10 implies the assertion. If a process delivers m in line 21 or 22, then the Uniform Agreement property of Atomic Broadcast implies the assertion.



Corollary 1 (Validity) If a correct process broadcasts a message m, then all correct processes will eventually deliver m. Theorem 12 (Uniform Integrity.) For any message m, every process p delivers m at most once, and only if m was The modifications required for ♦S were described in Sect. 4.3. previously broadcast. Theorem 9 (Latency) Let d be the maximum message delay between correct processes (possibly ∞). In runs with ∆synchronized clocks, and without failures or suspicions, a message m abcast at real time τ is delivered by all processes by real time τ + 2d + ∆. Proof Let t be the timestamp assigned to m by the sender at time τ . The assumption implies that each process pi will receive hactive ti by time τ + d, which will ensure tmax ≥ t. i By definition of tmax and the ∆-synchronization assumption, i



Proof The second part is straightforward because p can deliver m only if it has not done so before (lines 10, 18, 21, and 22). If p delivered m in two steps (line 10), then it received hsecond good mi from all processes, each of which received hfirst mi from the sender of m. If p delivers m in three steps (line 18), then it received hthird * m *i from some process, which received message hsecond * mi from some process, which received hfirst mi from the sender of m.
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If p delivers m in line 22, then some process abcast message hatomic m *i; the rest of the proof as above. If p delivers m in line 21, then some process received hthird * m0 conflicts j i with m ∈ conflicts j . This means that m ∈ quickj at process pj , which received hsecond good mi, which implies the assertion. Theorem 13 For any two conflicting messages m and m0 , it is impossible that one process p delivers m without having previously delivered m0 , and another process q delivers m0 without having previously delivered m. Proof If some process receives at least n − f > n/2 messages hsecond good mi, then a majority of processes received message hfirst mi before hfirst m0 i. Similarly, if some process receives n − f messages hsecond good m0 i, then a majority of processes received hfirst m0 i before hfirst mi. Since majorities cannot be disjoint, assume, without loss of generality, that no process receives n − f messages hsecond good mi. (In the other case, the symmetry of the assertion allows us to exchange p ↔ q and m ↔ m0 ). Obviously, p cannot deliver m in lines 10 or 18. Since m ∈ quicki for no pi , no message hthird * m conflicts i i with m ∈ conflicts i is ever sent, so p cannot deliver m in line 21 either. The only possibility left is p delivering m in line 22, after atomically delivering hatomic m *i in line 20. In which line can q deliver m0 ? Since process p delivers m without having previously delivered m0 , no hatomic m0 *i or hatomic * conflictsi with m0 ∈ conflicts is delivered by p before or with hatomic m *i. If q delivers m0 in line 21 or 22, the Total Order proper property of Atomic Broadcast implies it must have delivered hatomic m conf lictsi before delivering any hatomic m0 *i or hatomic * conflictsi with m0 ∈ conflicts. Thus, q delivered m before m0 , a contradiction. Since process p delivers message m in line 22 without having previously delivered m0 , some process must have abcast hatomic m conflictsi with m0 ∈ / conflicts. This means that a majority of processes pi broadcast hthird * m conflicts i i with m0 ∈ / conflicts i , so they must have added m to seen2i in line 12 before adding m0 . If q delivers m0 in line 18, then it must have received hthird good m0 *i from a majority of processes pi , which must have added m0 to seen2i before adding m. The previous paragraph showed that a majority of processes pi added m and m0 to seen2i in the opposite order. This contradiction proves that q could not deliver m0 in line 18. Finally, if q delivered m0 in line 10, then all processes received hfirst m0 i before hfirst mi. By the fifo property, no process pi added m to seen2i before m0 , however, we proved that a majority of processes did so. This final contradiction shows that q could not deliver m0 without delivering m before, which proves the assertion. Corollary 2 (Uniform Partial Order.) If some process p delivers message m0 after message m conflicting with m0 , then every process q delivers m0 only after it has delivered m.
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